YEAL CREAM TAKES FIRST SPIN ON LAKE SPARKIE
Blue Oreamen Take to Water Immnediately After Arrival—Lodge Banquet

COURSES DRAWN
Princeton Goes East Course Near Canal—Practice Yesterday Only Racing Starts

The Yale crew with Head Coach Hubbell at the helm arrived in New Haven yesterday afternoon and went immediately to practice for the races which will be held at the University of Connecticut during their stay here. Their shells arrived earlier in the afternoon, and at a quarter to five they went out on the lake for their first practice spin. Prior to the workout the crew drew for courses. Yale secured the west course, on the tide toward Princeton, while the Princeton crew will row the east course which is nearest the canal.

Weather conditions yesterday were ideal for rowing and the sky was blue. The wind was from the south although most of the time was devoted to trying out variations of the line of the shell in order to practice the men are in decidedly better shape than they were when they first arrived on the campus, Speth does not intend from now on to give any regular practices except every other day. The Sophomore crew, a novice upperclassman eight-man, is also on the water. It will row twice a day, once in the morning and again in the afternoon. The weather conditions have been favorable and Speth, who has been a regular satisfier so far, is steadily on the up look. Yale—Low bow, Rogers, 2 Demep, Capt. 3 Ropp, 4 Waltz, 5 Walse, 6 Ford, 7 Kellogg, 8 Donan; Princeton—Bow, Moore, Enter, 2 Swift, 3 Stern, 4 Paul, 5 Wise, 6 Willard, 7 Rahn, 8 Baker.

STOKER STARE AT END
Harvard Captain Solves Problem for Coaches—Varsity Balk Field Teams for Today

(Special to the Pressman)
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 23.—In a battle with Harvard today at noon Harvard will have a special line and second string backs opposed the second line with Brickley, Hillman and Sanborn. The Varsity regular line, Storer play in their line of scrimmage, Brickley outside once, but later moving back to his own side and Sanborn's side on Brickley's pants as fast as O'Brien at full back. Brickley and his men will attack at left guard and Story will show up well at center. Brickley and his men will rush well and once a fifty yard advance between them, Hard- weck was expected in interference.

Sir William Ramsey to Lecture
Sir William M. Ramsey, D. C. L., Prof, of Humanity at the University of Aberdeen, will lecture this afternoon at 5 o'clock in Miller Chapel. He is perhaps the greatest expert of his time on Asia Minor and has spent a great many years there in research work and study. He is also the best known authority on Turkey and deals chiefly with Rome and St. Paul.

Don't Wait Till Gate for Tickets
All tickets, including general admissions, will be sold right after the game begins, and will be sold right after the game begins, and will be on sale at Brier's drug store. It is expected that they will be sold out by 6 o'clock this afternoon. 

Team a final preparation for the game. No statements have been given out by either team as to the chances and strengths of the team. The line up are Bruce—McAuliffe, halfback; C. D. C. L., Prof, of Humanity at the University of Aberdeen, will lecture this afternoon at 5 o'clock in Miller Chapel. He is perhaps the greatest expert of his time on Asia Minor and has spent a great many years there in research work and study. He is also the best known authority on Turkey and deals chiefly with Rome and St. Paul.
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Team a final preparation for the game. No statements have been given out by either team as to the chances and strengths of the team. The line up are Bruce—McAuliffe, halfback; C. D. C. L., Prof, of Humanity at the University of Aberdeen, will lecture this afternoon at 5 o'clock in Miller Chapel. He is perhaps the greatest expert of his time on Asia Minor and has spent a great many years there in research work and study. He is also the best known authority on Turkey and deals chiefly with Rome and St. Paul.
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TITANY & CO.

JEWELRY, WATCHES, PINS, DRESS ZIPPER, TOOTHPICKS, SALT & PEPPER SHAKERS, AND DOLLHOUSE SUPPLIES.

Our Winter Offerings Are Now Under Way.

FOSSIL WOOLENS

They wear longer.

Hotel Hermitage

New York City

Special Rate Card to Princeton Students

Rates 5% per Day Upwards

OWNERS

H. E. SHARKEY
T. M. CARROLL

Write for Illustrated Booklet

The Lehigl Coal & Navigation Co.
Miners and Shippers of Old Company's Lehigh

Most Economical Fuel
Ask Your Dealer

Order your shoes now

For the Dartmouth Game

Samples here from

ANDREW ALEXANDER
5th. Ave., New York
AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE

PATRICK MACKINAWS
The Best Made
A variety of styles
Price and Size to fit anybody

THE PRINCETON UNIVERSITY STORE

Hotel Hermitage
New York City

Special Rate Card to Princeton Students

Rates 5% per Day Upwards

OWNERS

H. E. SHARKEY
T. M. CARROLL

Write for Illustrated Booklet

Smith Gray & Co.

Fifth Avenue, New York Four Times Square and 206, 2nd. St. and 9th Ave.

THE LEHIGH COAL & NAVIGATION CO.
Miners and Shippers of Old Company's Lehigh

Most Economical Fuel
Ask Your Dealer

Order your shoes now

For the Dartmouth Game

Samples here from

ANDREW ALEXANDER
5th. Ave., New York
AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE

Quality Never Variates

BLUE PETER CIGARETTES

Rapidly growing in popularity in the best clubs and restaurants everywhere. Now on sale at the leading universities.

Try a box today, and you will always smoke BLUE PETERS.

Plain or Cork Tips

VonVoigts, Jigger Shop, University Store, Nassau Inn, Bismarck

Now is the time to order your suit or overcoat for the

HARVARD GAME

W. A. HIGGINS & CO.

58 Nassau Street

Suitings and overcoats that are just a bit different from anything shown by the others. Every garment made right on our own premises.

Boston Safety Fountain Pen

Can't Break

LEAK

For Sale By

MACKINAW COATS

Made up in Norfolk and Bell Collar. The kind with a style to them, and patterns that you will not see in the cheaper grades.

GULICK COMPANY

UPPER PYNE

If you like to wear your clothes long, wear

FOWLES GOWNS

They wear longer.

If you like to wear your clothes long, wear FOWLES GOWNS.

They wear longer.
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